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 Background of the Project coli-conc
 Methods of Mapping
 Course Correction
 Introduction to the Software






Classification systems in German speaking regions 
Universal Classification  Systems No. of classes 
UDC  (Universal Decimal Classification ) ca. 65.000 classes (English version) 
DDC (Dewey Decimal Classification) over 44.000 classes with 10 main classes 
RVK (Regensburg Classification)  850.000 classes with  33 main classes 
BC (Basic Classification) 2100 classes with  89 main classess 
LCC (Library of Congress Classification) 21 main classes 
Subject classification No. of classes 
DDC-Sachgruppen der DNB 10 main classes with 94 subclasses 
MSC (Mathematics Subject Classification) 87 main classes 
PACS (Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme) 10 main classes 
FKDigBib (Subject classification for digital library) 10 main classes 
KfM (Classification for music library) ca. 800 classes  
Subject Classification at the Universities No. of classes 
TUM-classification (Science and technologyl classification of the 
TU Munic) 
52  classes each with 999 notations 
Subject classification of the University library Duesseldorf 45 classes 
Bremer classification of  the State and University library Bremen ca. 57 main classes 
GOK (Goettingen Online Classification) ca. 33 main classes 
Standard-Thesaurus Wirtschaft von der ZWB 6.000 Terms and notations 
Subject classification University library Trier  36 main classes 
Technical University Dortmund 28  main classes 
University library Paderborn 26  main classes 
University library Marburg 35  main classes 
University library  Bonn 24  main classes 
University library Heidelberg 22  main classes 
Subject classification and nomenclature of individual languages 
Library of the Institute of General Linguistics at the Uni Münster 
23 main classes 
Subject Classification at the public libraries No. of classes 
SEB (Scheme for protestant libraries)  
SKB-E (Scheme for catholic public libraries)  
KfKJ (Scheme for children and youth libraries) Less than 1.000 classes 
ASB (General classification for public libraries) ca. 2.200 classes with  23 main classes  
ÖSÖB (Austrian classification for public libarries)  
SfB (Classification for libraries) ca 14.400 classes with 30 main classes 
KAB (Classification for general libraries) ca. 2.700 classes 
SSD (Classfication of the city library Duisburg)  
ESSB (Single classfication for South Tyrolean) 16 main classes 
 





































 Current status of DDC-X-concordance
 Field of application and the reasons for the use of  the DDC   
 Methods & Problems in building a DDC-X concorcance
 Interest in a DDC - RVK concordance
Existin g Maping works
Concordance Subject area Contact
DDC – BK
Chemistry TUB  TUHH
Politics SUB Hamburg
The thousand classes of the third summary VZG
DDC – EZB 41 EZB-Fachgruppen VZG
DDC – RVK
Library- and Information science HdM Stuttgart
Social science UB Greifswald
Medicine & Health, Law,  the thousand classes of
the third summary level
VZG
RVK – DDC




RVK – BK German literature, Politics, Law UB Wien
RVK – MSC Mathematics UB Regensburg
RVK – PACS Physics UB Regensburg
SWD – DDC DNB
Library- and Information science HdM Stuttgart
SWD-RVK Library- and Information science HdM Stuttgart
RVK-BK-MSC-PACS Mathematics, Physics ULB Tirol
DDC-MSC-BKL Mathematics TIB Hannover
Classification schemes in the libraries that
participated in the survey
Shift to other classification schemes
Mapping Methods
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Facilitate exchange and use of concordances and KOS 
 Collection of exisiting mappings and KOS
 Provision of the above
Enhance the speed of building concordances between
library KOS and ease their management
 Develop a mapping tool
 Make the concordances and KOS easily accessible
 Draft algorithms for automatic generation of mapping candidates
Improve the Quality of the concordances
 Develop and implement measures for quality control
 Involve and expand the user groups
Course Correction
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Web Interface Cocoda Prototype 
Source Scheme Target Scheme
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Web Interface Cocoda Prototype 
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Web Interface Cocoda Prototype 
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Web Interface Cocoda Prototype 
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Web Interface Cocoda Prototype 
Cocoda – Software Concept
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